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CYTOGENETIC EVOLUTION IN CHRONIC MYELOCENOUS LEUKEMIA By Bent Pedersen

Published by: Munksgaard

47, Prags Boulevard Pages: 131

Copenhagen 5, Denmark Price: $6.66

This document is not a book but rather a lengthy research report of the chromosome

findings in 30 cases of Phi positive chronic granulocytic leukemia. The work is carefully

done and well documented with an extensive review of previous work in the field. Most

of the data included have been previously reported in reports in the Scandinavian literature

in 1966 and 1967.

The author’s conclusions are not new, but do confirm the findings of other workers who

have reported similar series. Dr. Pedersen has concentrated on the significance of aneuploid

lines appearing in patients with chronic granulocytic leukemia and finds, as have others
previously, that such abnormalities in addition to the Philadelphia chromosome are fre-

quently associated with the drug-resistant terminal blast stages of the disease. He feels

that the appearance of these aneuploid lines is the result of microevolutionary process

among the neoplastic cells, a concept which has been extensively documented and (uS-

cussed by Lejeune and others.

This study represents a worthwhile contribution to the increasingly large literature on
the Philadelphia chromosome and chronic granulocytic leukemia, but as the author himself

indicates in his summary, it does “not contribute to elucidation of the etiology and patho-

genesis of the disease.”-Peter C. Newell, M.D.

huMAN BLOOD AND SERUM GROUPS By Otto Prokop and Gerliard Ulileithruck

Published by: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
605 Third Avenue Pages: 891

New York, New York 10016 Price: $45.00

Translated from the second German edition ( 1966 ) and updated during the process of

translating and proofreading, Human Blood and Serum Groups appeared in the English

e(lition in 1969. The text covers a vast, expanding and complex area dealing with human

blood group characteristics, serum proteins and serum groups.

The first half of the book deals systematically with the major blood groups and several

minor groups, emphasizing serologic data. Also included are sections on blood group

chemistry, chemistry of the red cell membrane and general aspects of immunology. Leuko-

cyte and platelet groups are mentioned, but the authors do no more than inform the reader

of the existence of these important factors.

Red cell enzymes ( acid phosphatase, phosphoglucomutase and adenylatekina.se ) bridge

the transition from the red cell to serum proteins and groups reported in the last half of

the text. Haptoglobins, cholinesterase groups, Gm and Inv systems, Ka group, Cc groups,

Ag groups and B lipoprotein groups are covered.

The text is well referenced, emphasizing early developments in the field with extensive
historical considerations. In their attempt to be encyclopedic, the authors mention most

major and minor contributions. It is the same attribute which adds to the importance of
the text as a reference, which also detracts from its value. The authors are often not dis-

criminating in their use of available data and the reader must determine from vast amounts

of detail what is or is not of significance.

In spite of the efforts obviously made by the authors to update the vast subject matter,

the problem of translation and publication has resulted in too much delay, with many
important recent changes in the field not noted or only just mentioned, i.e., Gm nomen-
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clature has changed and RhoGam is common practice.
The authors have succeeded in producing a worthwhile text in an exploding field. It will

stand as a reference book to the vast body of literature on the subject.-Eugene M.

Berkman, M.D.

IMMUNOCLOBULINOPATHIES: IMMUNOGLOBULINS, IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROMES, MuL-

TIPLE �sIYELoMA AND RELATED DisRAsr.s By Ralph L Engle, Jr. and Lila A. Wallis.

Published l)y: Charles C Thomas

301-327 East Lawrence Ave. Pages: 270

Springfield, Illinois Price: $17.50

This book presents the reader with a concise treatment of a variety of topics related to

the immunoglobulins. Early chapters discuss the structure, function, synthesis and metabo-

lism of the immunoglobulins, whereas the later sections of the book provide a thoroughly

documented description of the various related diseases.

Clinical and experimental work in these areas has progressed so rapidly, however, that
the usefulness of this book is seriously hampered by its paucity of references to the literature

published in 1968 or later. This is particularly evident in the discussions of gamma E

antibody and in the use of the older immunoglobulin nomenclature rather than the one

recently accepted l)y the World Health Organization. In the clinical chapters, too, the

long delay in publishing is evident from the lack of discussion of lymphoid tissue trans-
plantation for immune deficiency states, and the most recent experience with cytotoxic

agents in multiple myeloma.

Nevertheless, this book would be of definite value to students, internists and hematol-

ogists as a source of information an(l pertinent references in this field.-Robert N. Trnsh, M.D.

IIEMIC CELLS IN Vrrno-Edited by Patricia Fames

Published by: The William & Wilkins Co. Pages: 182

Baltimore, Maryland 21202 Price: $13.50

This symposium has brought together the many kinds of cell culture approaches (in-

eluding the use of the synthetic suspension medium, the agar plate, plasma clots and the

lethally irradiated animal) that have been utilized successfully by different investigators

to elucidate the factors controlling cellular differentiation and functioning. The areas covered

in this symposium relate to the kinetics and characteristics of hematopoietic stem cell pre-

cursors, microenvironmental and chemical influences on cell differentiation and the immune

responses of certain hemic cells in culture. The contributors to this book are established

researchers who have, for the main, reviewed some of their previous studies and introduced
some of their more recent findings. On the whole, the papers are presented in good scientific
style, the editing is of high quality and the quality of the papers above average. The book
will be of general interest to a wide group of Cell Biologists who have an interest in

understanding the problems surrounding morphologic development, the evolving pattern of
biochemical maturity, gene activation and the expression of specific cell functions.-lone M.
Jolin.ion, M.D.

TEXTBOOK OF IMMuN0PATH0L0GY by P. Miescher and H. J. Muller-Eberhard
Published by: Grune & Stratton, Inc.

757 Third Avenue 2 Volumes

New York, N.Y. 10017 805 pages

Volume I-$19.75

Volume II-$24.75

Professors Miescher and Muller-Eberhard are to be congratulated for producing a 511-

perlative and thoroughly needed text. The tide of experimental and clinical immunology is
advancing so rapidly, that keeping afloat is hardly possible even for the expert, while the
less-critical novice flounders in a sea of contradictory publications. To resolve this confusion,

the editors have assembled the talents of 75 contributors most of whom are active researchers

and clinicians, and renowned authorities in their own fields. The result is an enviable series

of concise, unambiguous, well-referenced chapters covering almost all aspects of im-

munology which may be related to human disease. The introductory section on basic im-
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munology contains chapters by B. Benacerraf, E. C. Franklin, H. J. Muller-Eberhard,
H. G. Kunkel, N. R. Rose, E. Witebsky, F. J. Dixon, J. R. David and R. S. Schwartz, to
name but a few. The section on clinical allergies comprising 14 chapters places its em-

phasis on pathogenesis rather than on diverse and unclassifiable clinical syndromes. The 19

chapters dealing with iso- and autoixnmune phenomena are also pathogenetically oriented,

a most useful approach for anyone wishing to become familiar with the implications of
current immunological research. Additional important topics covered in this volume are
red cell and leukocyte isoantigens, and the clinical immunopathology and renal transplan-

tation.
This text should be in the possession of practically everyone who is interested in im-

munology from either a clinical or experimental viewpoint, and should prove a valuable
reference source for all physicians who encounter immunological disease problems in the

course of their practice.-Robert N. Taub, M.D., Ph.D.
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